
STOP THE SILENCING OF PRO-PALESTINIAN SPEECH!
STOP THE U.S.-ISRAELI GENOCIDE AGAINST

PALESTINIANS!
ANTI-ZIONISM IS NOT ANTISEMITISM

ASNA TABASSUM MUST BE HEARD AT USC GRADUATION!
The University of Southern California has canceled this year’s previously confirmed speech by class
valedictorian Asna Tabassum. This outrageous act of suppression followed “complaints” from two Zionist
campus groups over her social media support for the Palestinian people and her condemnation of Israeli’s
genocidal war against them. While the university cited vague “dangers,” Asna Tabassum has stated that
she is “shocked by this decision and profoundly disappointed that the university is succumbing to a
campaign of hate meant to silence my voice.  There remain serious doubts about whether USC’s decision
to revoke my invitation to speak is made solely on the basis of safety.”

Everyone who opposes the U.S.-Israeli genocide now being carried out against Palestinians in Gaza
should unite strongly to demand that Asna Tabassum’s voice be heard.  Everyone who supports freedom of
expression must support this demand the same: SHE MUST BE HEARD!

To not stand with this demand is to support the 2,000-lb. bombs America sends to Israel to drop on
defenseless Gazans. To not stand with this demand is to ignore the over 12,000 children – and that is a
minimum number – who have been murdered by the U.S.-financed Israeli war, and the many thousands
more now threatened with starvation. There is no middle ground. Everyone must demand: LET THE
SPEECH BE HEARD!!

Why Is This Happening?
At the same time as we stand together to demand justice, there should be vigorous discussion and debate over
WHY these things are happening and WHAT must be done to stop them. This is in fact only the latest in a
massive wave of repression on campus, including the arrest of 20 students at Pomona College in Claremont
last week, the firing of college presidents at Harvard and Penn, the suppression of pro-Palestinian student
organizations at Columbia, Barnard, and other schools, etc.
In speaking of the repression now going on against pro-Palestinian students on U.S. campuses, the
revolutionary communist leader Bob Avakian (BA) has said:

Why is this happening? Because fundamental interests of U.S. capitalism-imperialism are at stake. Because
Israel plays a “special role” as a heavily armed bastion of support for U.S. imperialism in a strategically
important part of the world (the “Middle East”). And Israel has been a key force in the commission of atrocities
which have helped to maintain the oppressive rule of U.S. imperialism in many other parts of the world.
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And this repression is happening because representatives of the ruling class in this country have a definite
sense that if youth especially at “elite” universities begin to seriously question and act against what this system
is doing—if the system “loses the allegiance” of large numbers of those students—that can be a big factor in
creating a real crisis for the system as a whole, as happened in the 1960s: a crisis that, now more than ever,
this system really cannot afford, when the whole country is already being torn apart by deep divisions, with
bitter clashes right among the ruling powers. So, at the same time as they are bitterly divided, the ruling powers
of this country are firmly united in their determination to punish and intimidate especially students at elite
universities who have stepped forward to protest the genocidal slaughter of Palestinians. The ruling class is
desperate to prevent opposition to its fundamental interests from spreading and involving masses of people,
from all parts of society.

All this reveals, more “nakedly” than in “normal situations,” the actual dictatorship behind the outer shell of
“democracy” of this country—and it shines a light on the strategic weakness of this system, when it does lose
the allegiance of major sections of the people and this has the potential to spread 
to all parts of society, including among the dominant institutions of this system.
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FromSTOP THE ANTI-COMMUNIST ATTACKS ON THE REVCOMS!
Shortly after the Revcom Corps came on campus Tuesday to put forward these demands, several groups claiming to “represent” the
struggle for justice for Palestine issued a series of slanderous anticommunist attacks against the Revcoms and the revolutionary
leader and thinker Bob Avakian.  These groups combine cancel culture catchphrases with 1950’s-style McCarthyite anticommunism,
all to hide this basic difference: we revcoms stand for uniting people against the outrages of this horrific system while building a
movement to put an end to the cause of this once and for all through an actual revolution; while those attacking the revcoms stand
for reforms within the system and icing out any honest debate over reform vs revolution—a debate they seem to find very frightening.

For those who understand that big things are at stake and are not afraid of the truth, or of being challenged, we invite you to find out
for yourself and make up your own mind. Listen to Bob Avakian’s audio dispatches @BobAvakianOfficial. And go to
thebobavakianinstitute.org to dig into the work he has done over decades on Israel and Palestine, the Middle East and U.S.
Imperialism, the Revolution Humanity Needs.

To hear the full dispatch (#17) from Bob Avakian quoted above,
and hear more truths the powers-that-be don’t want you to know
about REAL REVOLUTION, IN THIS TIME, follow:
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